Living in Yorkshire - Autumn Term 2
What we will be learning
Maths:
We will be focusing on multiplication.
3X2
English:
We will meet the Woodlings of Crow Wood who live in Danby.
We will be writing letters and messages to Woodruff and
Willow telling them about our personal experiences.

How you can help
Yr1: The multiplication sign ( X )means ‘groups of’ so you can read a multiplication number sentence as 3X2 = three
groups of 2. You can help with arranging objects into groups of equal sizes and count them in 2s, 5s or 10s. Yr2
and Yr3 children need to be able to recall multiplication facts in a random order. Yr2 children will be learning the 2,
5 and 10 times tables. Year3 will be learning the 3 and 4 times tables.
Our main curriculum objective will be ‘to develop stamina and positive attitudes towards writing by writing
narratives about personal experiences’. You can help by talking about family outings. When you go for a walk talk
about what you can see, hear, smell or feel. When you go shopping discuss what you can see in the shops, how
much things cost or look at the variety of items you buy. If you have a fun day out discuss the events of the day and
how your child felt about it.

Science
We will be learning about materials and Year 3 will be
focusing on rocks.

Have a material hunt round the house. Find objects that are made out of different materials, for example, a spoon
can be made of wood, plastic or metal. When do you use which spoon? Why are windows made out of glass? Year
3s, visit https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/earth/rocks-and-minerals/ to find out about different types of rock. Look out
for rocks on a walk and describe the appearance, colour and feel of the rock. Which group could it belong to?

Geography
We will be learning about the physical features of Yorkshire.

We will learn about hills, rivers, waterfalls, lakes, caves and valleys based around Yorkshire. If you have visited any
of these places and have photographs, please send them to school so we can talk about it. We will learn how
Snainton fits into the wider world. For example, Snainton is part of Yorkshire; it is part of England and the UK but
also part of Europe. Please help your child learn your address.
Make observations about seasonal changes; look at how the colours have changed in the garden or around the
village. If you produce any art work at home please send it to school to share with the class.

Art
We will be using painting techniques to create seasonal
pictures.

